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WELCOME TO
KERALA
What we consider the culture of Kerala
today took thousands of years to mould 
and form. Kerala’s natural beauty
encouraged its indigenous residents 
to cultivate a new set of rituals and habits, 
deeply intertwined with the organic
paradise around them. Spiritual and
artistic traditions were heavily borrowed 
from the mesmerising landscape that
surrounded them, and these were further 
influenced by traders and visitors from 
different corners of the world. Eventually, 
a type of pluralistic conduct emerged that 
the planet had never witnessed. These 
formed a whole new culture in what we 
today call God’s Own Country. 
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KERALA CULTURE:
A PALETTE OF SENSORY PLEASURES
Kerala has always been a wonderous place bursting with uniqueness. Here is a peek 
into artistic and cultural traditions, art forms, heritage, stellar architecture and vibrant 
festivals. Come, feel the magic.
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DIRECTORATE OF CULTURE
The Directorate of Culture was instituted to preserve and dissipate God’s 
Own Country’s heritage. It protects the artists, provides services when they 
are sick or in financial need, and gives out merit-based awards. They are the
Royal Guard of our rituals and traditions, ensuring the sustenance of art 
forms that have guided Kerala for more than 2000 years. They are the official
vanguard of native art forms, mural arts, language, literature, architectural style,
music, festivals, cuisine, archaeological monuments, cinema and heritage centers.
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CULTURAL COMPLEXES
A GLIMPSE OF THE PAST  
The Directorate of Culture plans to launch Renaissance Cultural Complexes in every
district of Kerala. These shall be comprehensive storehouses of information on the
cultural characteristics of the State. Each complex will have a large auditorium, an
opera house, open-air theatres, music halls, theatre stages, an art gallery, book shops,
seminar halls, and a dedicated shop for local craftsmen. It shall also be a centre for
hosting cultural events and promoting workshops for artisans. The Ministry of Culture 
also plans to include short-term residence facilities for artists. These 14 centres shall 
honour 14 renaissance leaders of the State, each responsible for contributing towards 
its cultural fabric.
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ORGANISATIONS
The Directorate, in its present form, 
was constituted in 2005. Originally, it 
was established as the ‘Department 
of Cultural Publications’ in 1983. The 
sole aim of this entity was to produce 
and republish books and texts of
cultural value. The new revamped 
Directorate took a much more
culture-intensive role, partitioning 
its roles among a set of institutions. 
These organisations include household 
names like Kerala Sahitya Akademi, 
Kerala Folklore Akademi, Kerala
Sangeetha Nataka Akademi, Kerala 
Kalamandalam, Kerala State Jawahar 
Balabhavan, Kerala State Institute of 
Languages and Kerala Book Marketing 
Society. 
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DIAMOND JUBILEE
FELLOWSHIP PROGRAMME
To further Kerala’s excellence in the realm of art, the Diamond Jubilee Fellowship
Programme was launched to identify and cultivate the next generation of prodigies. 
A three-year scholarship has been instituted for qualified youth from the state and 
selected artists will get recognition as an official ‘Fellowship Artist’. Those with certifi-
cations from recognised institutions and folklore artisans who were in the Gurukula 
system are eligible for the same. The ‘Fellowship Artists’ are paid Rs 15000 per month 
for a period of two years. The artists, who are deployed across the state, impart
training in various forms of art to candidates at schools, community centres and cul-
tural institutions.

SCHEMES BEING IMPLEMENTED
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RURAL ART HUB
This is a systemic support and aid system for art forms and artisans that are
indigenous to Kerala. 20 handicraft villages have been identified and a concerted 
effort has been launched to popularise rural art among the masses. Prominent
examples for the same include the koppu makers of Vellinezhi, Theyyam headgear
designers at Payyanur, makers of percussion instruments of Peruvemba and the 
bronze sculptors of Kunhimangalam.

The cultural gems stored at these sites represent an integral element of our
heritage that we intend to preserve at any cost. The stories and experiences of 
the artisans involved in these art forms represent the true will of Kerala. The Hub 
aims at improving the financial and social opportunities that are accorded to these
artisans, often forgotten due to their relatively lower exposure to the modern world. 

Artisans find it hard to earn basic livelihoods and the Kerala Culture
Department aims at providing aid for the same. A special Livelihood Plan has been 
introduced which includes policy measures aimed at simplifying and unburdening
the artisan. Some of the recommendations include the removal of needless
intermediaries, regular exhibitions for increased marketing and skill improvement 
camps, and provide relief during any social and financial crisis. Done in conjunction 
with UNESCO, it shall cover all 14 districts and adopt over 2000 artists into its fold. 
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CULTURAL
MUSEUM CHAINS
This initiative aims at establishing 
a slew of cultural museums across 
Kerala. These shall enshrine the rich 
heritage and rituals that have been 
passed down from our ancestors. A 
panel of experts shall be established 
that shall oversee the entire project. 
Workshops and meetings shall be 
conducted to ascertain different art 
forms and traditions, and spread 
awareness regarding the same.
Visits to existing museums shall be 
conducted to gain insight into how 
these museums must be designed. 

The Gaming Animation Habitat shall 
focus on indigenous games with a 
humanitarian edge. The aim of the 
project is to build a closer bond 
with kids and young adults. These 
games shall focus on offering an
immersive experience, along with
inculcating moral and ethical
standards. Visual-animation experts 
shall design these games, along with 
grooming the next generation of 
homegrown animators and game 
designers. 

GAMING
ANIMATION
HABITAT
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NATTARANGU
Nattarangu is an initiative that seeks open 
spaces in rural spaces where cultural 
events can be held. Rural areas tend to lack
central spots to host such gatherings, 
which is a travesty considering their overall
impact. These events are implemented with 
the co-operation of grama-panchayats and 
municipalities. Innovative and eco-friendly 
techniques are used to convert the available 
area into a usable exhibition space. A great 
example of the same would be  the Manav-
eeyam Road in Thiruvananthapuram. 
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A special Apex Council for Culture shall be established under the purview of 
the Culture Department. This group shall brainstorm new cultural activities 
and provide aid and relief to existing artisans. This include advice, financial aid 
and creative insight into all cultural projects across Kerala. The members are:

Chairperson               - Minister for Cultural Affairs, Kerala
Deputy Chairperson - Secretary, Department of Cultural Affairs, Kerala
Secretary                - a prominent person from the art and cultural field nominated
                                        by the Government

Secretary, Department of Finance, Kerala
Director, Department of Cultural Affairs, Kerala
Secretary, Kerala Sahitya Akademi
Secretary, Kerala Sangeetha Nataka Akademi
Secretary, Kerala Lalithakala Akademi
Secretary, Kerala Folklore Akademi
2 persons from the art and cultural field nominated by the Government

APEX COUNCIL FOR CULTURE

Other Members
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INDO SHARJAH CULTURAL CENTRE
India has enjoyed amicable ties with the UAE for a long time, and the Indo Sharjah 
Cultural Centre aims to chronicle and celebrate this friendship. The Centre shall be 
built in Kozhikode and aims at being an inviting physical space that elaborates on 
the bond between these two civilizations. It shall have an archive centre with rare 
manuscripts, a research and reference room, conference hall, Arabic library and 
a classroom with PG programmes. These and many more such facilities shall be a
tribute to a relationship that has seen 3 million Indians currently reside in Gulf
countries. 

SREE NARAYANA GURU STATUE
Sree Narayana Guru was a champion for the common man during his lifetime, and 
a statue commemorating his life and vision shall be erected in Thiruvananthapuram. 
The eight feet long replica shall honour the legendary sage who led widespread
reforms in Kerala during the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. It shall be 
placed at the iconic Kanakakkunnu Palace, in the heart of the state capital of Kerala. 
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KERALA CULTURE
WEBSITE
The Kerala Culture Website aims at shining a spotlight on the cultural and ritual
practices that constitute the soul of God’s Own Country. Digital media is a core
element of modern marketing and the Department of Cultural Affairs aims at 
promoting our art forms to a global audience on a massive scale. It currently hosts 
over 3000 pages, 100 audio files, 300 photos and more than 187 videos 
that can be accessed at www.keralaculture.org. It is currently available in
English, Malayalam, Hindi and French versions.
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ARTIST CARE

AWARDS AND ARTIST RECOGNITION

FAMILY CARE

Its primary focus today, is to protect the rights and life of the artist. The artisan is the 
living embodiment of our beliefs, and they are the closest links to the wisdom of our 
ancestors. The Culture Department ensures timely pension payments to the artists. 
It is also responsible for the procurement of emergency medical aid in times of need. 

Besides, it has also enacted a wide range of artist-centric awards to encourage 
and further disseminate natural artworks around the globe. These awards include 
the Ezhuthachan Puraskaaram, Kathakali Puraskaaram, Pallaavoor Appumaaraar
Puraskaaram, Raja Ravi Varma Puraskaaram, Swati Puraskaaram, and the Chembai 
Award.

It has played an active role in providing financial aid to any organisations across
Kerala that legitimately promote the Arts, especially dance, drama, and music. They 
provide yearly funds for Jawahar Balbhavans across Kerala. It is also tasked with
honouring performers who have left an indelible mark on their respective artforms. 
They also annually organize memorials for artists and writers. 

Artists devote their entire being to their craft and this also affects individual
members of their family as well. After the lifespan of an artist is complete, the
Culture Department ensures that their families are protected and financially
provided for. Dependants of eminent artisans are taken care of by the Department as 
an ode to the contribution made by their loved ones to the cultural fabric of Kerala.

OTHER SCHEMES
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VIDEO
GALLERY
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SNAKE BOAT RACE
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FESTIVALS OF KERALA
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KERALA CUISINE
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KERALA HANDICRAFTS
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INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL 
OF KERALA
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KERALA KALAMANDALAM
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KALARIPAYATTU
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ONAM CELEBRATIONS
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PERFORMING ARTS AND MUSIC
INSTITUTIONS
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POOTHAN AND THIRA
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THIRA MAHOLSAVAM
360° VIDEO
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NAPIER MUSEUM
360° VIDEO
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THANK
YOU


